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Mass Dependence of Directed Collective Flow
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Sidewards directed fragment flow has been extracted for84Kr 1 197Au collisions at EyA 
200 MeV, using techniques that are free of reaction plane dispersion. The fragment flow per
nucleon increases with mass, following a thermal or coalescencelike behavior, and attains roughly
constant limiting values at4 # A # 12. Comparisons of the impact parameter dependences of the
measured coalescence-invariant proton flow to Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck calculations clearly favor
a momentum dependent nuclear mean field. [S0031-9007(96)01441-X]

PACS numbers: 25.75.Ld, 25.70.Pq
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The determination of the equation of state (EOS
of nuclear matter is an important objective of nuclea
physics. Information about the equation of state ca
be extracted from the collective flow of nuclear matte
deflected sidewards from the hot and dense region form
by the overlap of projectile and target nuclei [1,2]
This flow reflects the interplay of collective and random
motions. For a thermalized system, the random motion
of emitted fragments are dictated by the thermal energ
which is independent of mass. In contrast, contribution
to the fragment energy due to collective motion increas
linearly with mass and are more easily observed fo
heavier fragments [3–5].

Flow measurements confirm that the transverse colle
tive flow of light charged particles (p, d, t, a) increases
with mass [3]. Limited studies forZ . 2 indicate stronger
flow effects for intermediate mass fragments than for ligh
charged particles [5], but a systematic understanding
the mass dependence of collective fragment flow is lac
ing. Such information is essential for quantitative flow
extraction at incident energiesEyA # 250 MeV, where
fragments remove much of the total mass [6,7]. In thi
Letter we perform a quantitative investigation of the mas
dependence of directed collective flow which includes in
termediate mass fragments up toZ  6. We explore
these effects with the mass-asymmetric84Kr 1 197Au sys-
tem which allows clear distinctions between differen
parametrization of the nuclear EOS.

In the experiment,5 mgycm2 thick 197Au targets were
bombarded with200A MeV 84Kr beams of the Labora-
toire National SATURNE at Saclay. The emitted charge
particles were detected with 276 low-threshold plastic
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scintillator-CsI(Tl) phoswich detectors of the combined
MiniballyMiniwall array [8], which covered 90% of4p

in solid angle. Unit charge resolution beyondZ , 12
was routinely achieved for particles which stopped in th
CsI(Tl) scintillators. Ball detectors at backward angles
ulab  25 deg 160 deg, incorporated4 mgycm2 scintil-
lator foils and 2 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals and had parti-
cle identification (PID) thresholds ofEthyA , 2 s4d MeV
for Z  3 s10d particles, respectively. Wall detectors
at forward angles,ulab  5.4 deg 25 deg, incorporated
8 mgycm2 foils and 3 cm thick CsI(Tl) crystals and had
PID thresholds of 4 (6) MeV forZ  3 s10d particles,
respectively. Flow analyses were performed within a
energy gate ofEyA  20 75 MeV which took the mini-
mum energy for3He anda separation and the range for
energetic protons in the Miniball detectors into accoun
An impact parameter scale was constructed from the tot
detected charged particle multiplicity and normalized via
cross section measurements [6]. Further details about t
experiment can be found in Ref. [6].

The in-plane component of the directed flow is usu
ally extracted by techniques [9], wherein the moment
of detected particles are projected onto an experime
tally determined reaction plane. At incident energies o
EyA ø 200 MeV, techniques for locating this reaction
plane utilize asymmetries in the emission patterns o
particles which originate from their deflection from the
compressed overlap region between projectile and targ
nuclei. Experimentally extracted reaction planes gene
ally fluctuate about the true reaction plane for each eve
[10], however, introducing uncertainties in the extracte
transverse momenta. Corrections for this reaction plan
© 1996 The American Physical Society 3739
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dispersion may be applied, but have uncertainties that
come especially large when the flow is weak [11].

To avoid such uncertainties, we have followed the te
niques of Ref. [12] wherein the inner productp'

n s ynd ?

p'
m s ymd between the transverse momentump'

n s ynd of a
particle of typen at rapidity yn and the transverse mo
mentump'

m s ymd of a particle of typem at rapidity ym

is averaged over the transverse momenta of the two
ticles. Random fluctuations of the transverse mome
about the collective mean values then average to zer
this approach, leaving only the collective mean valu
Choosing a coordinate system in which the nonvanish
mean collective transverse momenta lie along thex axis,
this average inner product becomes [12]

kp'
n s ynd ? p'

m s ymdl . kpx
ns yndl kpx

ms ymdl . (1)

Momentum conservation gives rise to further correlatio
between particle transverse momenta, modifying Eq.
to become [12]

kp'
n s ynd ? p'

m s ymdl . kpx
ns yndl kpx

ms ymdl

2 akp'2

n s yndl kp'2

m s ymdl , (2)

where a21 . k
P

m p'2

m l [12] and the sum runs ove
all emitted particles. (Since the experimental detect
efficiency in the present experiment is less than one,
value for a21 used in Eq. (2) was obtained by rescalin
the experimental value fora21 by the ratio of the total
to the detected mass [13].) Final state interactions
apparatus nonuniformities can influence the extraction
the mean transverse momenta [12]; corrections have b
made for these effects following Ref. [12] but make litt
difference to the final results presented here.

Mean two-fragment inner productskp'
n s ynd ? p'

m s ymdl
were then constructed for each possible pair of parti
types with1 # Z1, Z2 # 6 and selected bins of normali
zed rapidity, yn  ycmyybeam. Equation (2) was then
solved by matrix diagonalization to obtain initial value
for kpx

ns yndl in the different rapidity bins [12]. Final
values for kpx

ns yndl were obtained by a least-square
minimization procedure in which thekpx

ns yndl on the
right hand side of Eq. (2) were varied from their initia
values so as to accurately satisfy Eq. (2). This proced
permitted an assessment of the uncertainties in the va
for kpx

ns yndl.
Data were analyzed for two distinct impact parame

gates:1 # b # 3 fm and 4 # b # 6 fm. Within these
gates, analyses were performed for particles with20.2 #

yn ; yyybeam # 0.2 in the center of momentum (c.m.
frame. As illustrated for beryllium fragments in Fig. 1(a
flow values in this rapidity interval are not significantl
distorted by the miniball acceptance. (Further details
these simulations are given below.) Measured mean tra
verse momenta per nucleonkpxyAl, shown in Fig. 1(b) for
protons and beryllium fragments at4 # b # 6 fm, reveal
enhanced transverse momenta for heavier particles, co
3740
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FIG. 1. (a) Simulations for the transverse momenta of bery
lium fragments within the thermal model of Eq. (3). Open an
filled circles depict calculations with the model before and afte
corrections for the experimental acceptance have been appli
(b) Measured mean transverse momenta forp and beryllium
fragments at4 , b , 6 fm.

tent with trends observed in previous studies [3,5]. Ne
yn  0, the data in Fig. 1(b) are well characterized by th
collective flow, F  dkpxyAlydyn, which can be easily
extracted via a linear least-squares fit near midrapidit
The flow per nucleon,dkpxyAlydyn, shown as a function
of fragment mass in Fig. 2 for the two impact paramete
gates, is larger for the more peripheral gate. Consiste
with previous measurements [3,5,14], the flow increas
strongly with mass forZ # 2, but becomes roughly inde-
pendent of mass for heavier fragments.

To determine whether these features may arise from t
interplay between collective and thermal motion, we hav
simulated the velocity distributions of the fragments wit
a thermal expression of the form

Psvd 
Z

dvF svcolldG svthddsv 2 vcoll 2 vthd . (3)

Here, we assume a collective velocity distribution o
Gaussian formF svcolld ~ exps2

P
ifv

i
collg2y2s

2
i d with

three independent principal axes to approximate th
situation before breakup. We further assume that th
momenta of the produced particles obtain addition
random velocity components according to the distributio
G svthd ~ exps2Av2

thy2T d, whereA is the fragment mass
number andT is a temperature parameter. The principa
axes of the collective velocity distribution are rotated b
the flow angle,uF ; s3 characterizes the distribution along
the flow axis ands1 ands2 characterizes the other widths
in and perpendicular to the reaction plane, respective
These values forsi and T were adjusted to reproduce
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FIG. 2. Mass dependence of the collective sidewards flow p
nucleon in the reaction planedkpxyAlydyn for the two impact
parameter gates used in the analysis. Here we assumeA  2Z
for A . 4, where mass identification was not achieved. Th
solid and dashed lines show the corresponding calculations w
the thermal model of Eq. (3).

the measured rapidity and transverse energy distri
tions. The solid (dashed) line in Fig. 2, for calculation
assumings1  s2  0.1c, s3  0.15c, uF  55±, T 
55 MeV ss1  s2  0.1c, s3  0.16c, uF  55±,
T  45 MeVd, reproduces everything but thea-particle
data, for which small relative momentum correlation
reveal strong contaminations from secondary decays
heavier fragments with large flow values. While th
parametrization is not unique, the model indicates th
the near constancy of the heavy fragment flow occu
because it is primarily governed by the collective veloci
distribution. The flow for light particles is then reduce
relative to that for heavy fragments due to a mass d
pendent thermal mixing between the collective veloci
distributions at positive and negative rapidities in th
c.m. system.

In the limit of local thermal equilibrium, coalescenc
and thermodynamic models make very similar predictio
for the particle mass dependence of momentum dis
butions [15]. The level of agreement shown in Fig.
therefore implies consistency with coalescencelike clus
production mechanisms [16] and provides a justificati
for coalescence-invariant analyses. Accordingly we co
structed a coalescence-invariant effective proton flow

Feff 
X

ZiYiFi

. X
ZiYi , (4)

where the Zi, Yi , and Fi are the charge, yield, and
flow values for the various particle species, to enab
comparisons to the proton flow predicted by transpo
models such as the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BU
equation and render comparisons to molecular dynam
models which do not accurately describe the fragme
observables [6] unnecessary. If one constructs the eff
tive proton flow using the measured flow and yield da
for Z # 6 one obtains51 6 11 and 89 6 10 MeVyc
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for 1 , b , 3 and 4 , b , 6, respectively. Using the
measured charge yields and Eq. (3) to extrapolate fro
Z # 6 to Z # 12 raises the corresponding flow values to
54 6 11 and 92 6 10 MeVyc, respectively. These two
extrapolated experimental effective proton flow value
plus a similarly constructed overlapping intermediate
value for2.5 , b , 4.5 are plotted in Fig. 3 as the cross-
hatched rectangles with horizontal widths that represe
the relevant impact parameter bins and vertical width
(uncertainties) that primarily reflect an estimated (,1 fm)
uncertainty in the determination of the average impac
parameter. Note that the effective proton flow exceed
the measured proton flow, as expected for the coalescen
model which creates clusters and depletes free proto
flux in densely occupied regions in phase space, whe
collective phenomena are most strongly manifested.

To test the sensitivity of this measurement to the trans
port parameters, BUU calculations have been performe
for various parametrizations of the mean field potentia
and including a nucleon-nucleon cross section which ha
been parameterized to describe measured nucleon-nucle
scattering data [17]. These calculations are shown i
Fig. 3 for a soft (K  200 MeV) mean field (SM—open
diamonds) and a hard (K  386 MeV) mean field (HM—
solid diamonds) with a momentum dependence consiste
with nonlocality effects observed in nucleon-nucleus po
tential scattering [18]. Calculations with a soft mean field
(S—open squares) and a hard mean field (H—open ci
cles) without momentum dependence are also shown. A
calculations have been impact parameter averaged and
tered by the experimental acceptance.

FIG. 3. The cross-hatched rectangles depict the measur
effective proton flow. Also shown are the corresponding BUU
calculations for the following parameter sets: H—hard EOS
without momentum dependence (open circles), S—soft EO
without momentum dependence (open squares), HM—har
EOS with momentum dependence (solid diamonds), SM—
soft EOS with momentum dependence (open diamonds). S
(0.8sfree)—soft EOS with momentum dependence and a 20%
reduction in the nucleon-nucleon cross section (solid circles
The theoretical error bars are purely statistical.
3741
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Calculations indicate that mean field repulsio
(nucleon-nucleon collisions) governs the flow for th
momentum dependent (independent) simulations [1
These differences cause alterations to the time depend
nonequilibrium transport that provide the differences
impact parameter dependences shown in Fig. 3 [20]. T
trends of the momentum dependent calculations are
better agreement with experimental data, consistent w
investigations at higher incident energies [21–23]. Th
sensitivity to the compressibility parameterK is slight,
however. Improved agreement between the moment
dependent calculations and the data can be obtained
a 20% density dependent reduction of the in-mediu
nucleon-nucleon cross section of the formsNN 
s1 2 0.2 r

ro
dsfree [24], consistent with the systematics o

the disappearance of collective flow [24] and with micro
scopic calculations of the in-medium corrections to th
nucleon-nucleon cross section [25]. This is illustrated b
the solid circles in Fig. 3 for a soft momentum depende
mean field [SM(0.8sfree)]. The calculations with reduced
cross section are somewhat higher than the data. Th
discrepancies can be reduced only by a few percent
including the presently uncounted contributions to th
effective proton flow from fragments withZ . 12.

In summary, we have measured the mass dependenc
sidewards directed collective flow for the system84Kr 1
197Au at an incident energy of200 MeVyA, where frag-
ments carry a significant fraction of the mass and the c
lective flow. The flow has a linear mass dependence
light fragments, but is nearly independent of mass for i
termediate mass fragments withZ . 2. With the excep-
tion of a particles, the mass dependence is reproduced
model calculations which superimpose a thermal veloc
distribution upon a collective velocity distribution. Thes
calculations suggest that the flow of heavy fragments
governed mainly by the collective velocity distribution
Comparisons to BUU calculations demonstrate a defin
preference for a momentum dependent mean field and
fer support for a 20% density dependent reduction in t
nucleon-nucleon cross section from the value in free spa
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